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EVIL persists.
It snakes and writhes its menacing form, eclipsing the
cosmic light of life with its  shadowy wings of death.

But there is an evil which transcends all others. 
An evil incarnate, slipping between the universal bonds; 
a perpetual object of living darkness existing even beyond
the grasp of death, in bodies enshrouded in unholy energy.

No where, no when, is safe from them.
They are the Lore.
And they are coming.





BOOK ONE

THE MAGNA AURA GENESIS

Of  New Beginnings and Neverendings





P r o l o g u e :  F u t u r e p a s t

The Magna Aura Star System exploded, the Lore having destroyed
the children of the infestations that called themselves Celestians.

But not all Lore were enraptured with their victory.
“This should not have been,” the magenta one said to itself. “Time

and time again, I have failed. I cannot change what has come before
and what will come again—alone.”

And so help had been sought.





C H A P T E R  O N E

    The sky burned. It twisted, warped into a lurid vortex suspended
like a huge, angry fist wrenching the very fabric of reality. Under the
glare of the red-purple bruise puncturing the universe another battle
unfurled. 
     "Mother, I beg of you, let me stay and fight!" Novan pleaded, arms
outstretched,  leaning  forward  and  shouting  to  be  heard  above  the
howling hot dry wind in the intervening twenty meters between them.
The dust stung his nostrils. Bitter red air swirled under the dazzling
maw of the vortex hanging above the very last world, Galatia, drawing
in the gleaming swordships by the dozen—their escape route. 
  Novan ignored the last of the armoured crew and panicked civilian
refugees clutching small possessions and younglings running past him
up the ramp. Dozens of other sleek cruisers dusted off in pairs to dock
with  the  awaiting  long  white  swordships,  which  majestically  rose
quietly  upon  great  shafts  of  heavenly  light  toward  the  dark-purple
cavity. But Novan's world was in front of him denying him his destiny.
    "I am strong enough to stand by your side!" Unbidden tears welled
up—the dust, he told himself; his balled-up fists shook in defiance, his
mind's energy surged around his head like a nimbus. >Mother!< his
psyed voice broke as he saw the look of resolve in her eyes. 
    She stood serenely, arms down in front of her, seemingly unaffected
by the charging wind. 
    Somewhere in  the distance,  a  towering silver  skyhab collapsed
almost in slow motion in a heap creating a billowing red and yellow
dust cloud, another link to the past gone. Novan felt it symbolised his
crumbling life. He turned disconsolately back to his mother.
    The Goddess Elysius tilted her head, eyes glistening, admiring her
son's determination—her first  born, her beloved Novan, born of the
mind like her. But he could not stay. He was not part of the prophecy.
     A wisp of a woman, Elysius’ glowing ethereal features belied an
inner strength, and an even greater power of the mind. Her gold-tanned



skin,  feathery-white hair,  and keen golden eyes imbued her with an
exotic nature which intoxicated everyone. All that was going to end
soon, but the children would be saved.
     >Novan, you must go< she psyed to him, an urgency in her voice.
>You will lead the new Celestian civilisation. Do this for me!< Though
they were not in physical contact, Novan felt her caress his face.
      Standing forlornly on the metal ramp leading to the airlock of the
last cruiser, Novan knew she was right. Her psyed message was mixed
with feelings and memories mere words could not convey. Novan had
felt that she out of anyone would have understood his desire to stay.
His father, Alphatronius, was somewhat busy keeping the vortex open
and  would  not  have  countenanced  such  emotion  and  intransigence
from his son, especially from Novan, who was much less his father's
son in image and power than his mother's.  
      Another spired edifice toppled, convincing Novan even more they
were representing his own personal failures.
    Out  of  the  corner  of  his  eye,  he  spotted  a  flying  figure  fast
approaching  them.  The  green-clad  Celestian  Knight  landed  by  his
mother.
     "Spheron!" Novan called out in hope, his vocal greeting whipped
by the howling winds. His mentor would surely be on his side. 
     The  dark-skinned  Celestian  Knight  gave  Elysius  a  supportive
squeeze  of  her  shoulder,  said  a  few  private  words,  to  which  she
nodded.  Spheron advanced toward the  cruiser,  his  great  green  cape
flapping in the capricious winds. He was cradling an object; a book,
Novan realised.
     Without preamble, he said, "Your mother is correct, my young
lord." Nearing him, he clasped his shoulder. "This world is no longer
your fate." 
    Spheron, master of forcefields, was a handsome man even nearing
seven hundred years old, with dark eyes and a neatly trimmed black
beard and mustache wrapping his lower wrinkled face. His body was
still as honed as a two-hundred year old's. 



    "Your destiny awaits on the other side of the vortex." They both
stared  up  into  the  wild  sky,  which  churned  as  it  nonchalantly
swallowed more swordships to safety.
       Novan squared up to Spheron gazing past him to his mother. He
would not go like this. 
     "I make my own fate!" he shouted, hoping he sounded threatening
enough.  He  shifted  to  force  his  way  past  Spheron,  but  an  energy
trapped him in place.

 Not Spheron's forcefield, Novan realised in shock, but his mother's
energy enveloping him, a psychic wreath of harsh yellow light. She
was shaking her head, sorrowful emotions accompanying her effort.
He tried to push back, free himself, but it was no use. He grudgingly
relented. Shoulders slumped and downcast he swung around to enter
the cruiser, the ship's commander had been waiting in the inner airlock
for almost an hour anxious to leave the dying world.   

 More skyhabs, spires, and a pyrathedral crashed in the distant city,
dust and explosions blurring the skyline of Celestia, the capital of their
world.  Novan watched,  detached,  accepting the inevitability of  The
End.
      "Novan." 

He halted and turned at Spheron's soft voice. Spheron had his hand
outstretched with the book. 
    "A gift,"  he smiled.  "Read it,  learn from it,  and remember  us,
always." He embraced Novan in a parting hug.
      Novan hugged him back. "Always!" he replied, feeling hot tears on
his cheek.
     He wiped them away. >Goodbye, mother< he psyed, feeling the
need to reinforce their shared connection.
     >Farewell, my son. I will always be there for you, in your mind, in
your heart< she caressed his face from afar again. >Always, listen for
me!< She implored, smiling sadly.
     It was the saddest smile Novan had ever seen and experienced. Yet
it also infused him with the warmth, love, and outpouring of hope only



a mother could give. It was the last thing he ever saw of his world as
Novan entered the cruiser and the airlocks closed behind him.
      The commander spoke quickly into his small comm unit on his
forearm.  The  small  warship  immediately  hovered  off  the  ground
briefly,  then  shot  up  toward  its  mother  swordship,  an  elegant  ten-
kilometer-long  shard  of  white  light.  Novan  sullenly  followed  the
commander  through the endless well-lit  corridors,  cabins,  and open
spaces full of people, many of the hundreds of Celestian evacuees on
board,  numerous  of  them  greeting  their  young  lord,  blessing  the
universe he was with them.
     Novan smiled and shook hands where he could. He had to be strong
for them, but inside he was rotting away with guilt. He barely noticed
the rest of the journey. Up four decks he was led forward where in a
large  cabin  aft  of  the  bridge  he  joined  the  other  Celestian  Knight
progeny. 
    The grey octagonal room was as non-ostentatious as it was portless,
with a double row of shockseats situated in a tight circle on a slightly
lower circular level.  It  was the crash room, with emergency escape
pods embedded in the walls around them. The commander strapped
Novan into  a seat within the inner circle, full with the other Celestian
Knight families. 
    By the time Novan was strapped in,  they had docked with the
swordship Commandarian. 
    "We will depart shortly," the commander announced. He looked at
them all. "Your parents are the bravest Celestians I know you. But I
also know you will follow their example." 
     "Thank you, Commander Horp," Novan managed.
    The commander bowed slightly, exiting the room, the door sliding
shut.  They were  left  alone  as  the  crew busied  themselves  with  the
departure.  
      The other children could see the disappointment in Novan's eyes.
He had failed to stay. He was one of them after all. He could see their
reactions  in  their  eyes:  a  glint  of  smug  satisfaction  in  his  brother



Decion's eyes, sadness in Urana's, understanding in Aerl's. His younger
twin  siblings,  Alpha  Rion  and  Astara,  were  silent  as  usual  sitting
quietly together, while his youngest brother, Solandus, actually slept
beside an oblivious  Cirrius  who was busily studying a  crystalator's
readout  of  the sword's  telemetry.  And Altair  brooded opposite  him,
trying to ignore them all. They also did not want to leave, but they had
to. The Celestian civilisation had to survive.
    The last swordship to leave Galatia rocketed up gracefully to the
vortex.  There  were  minutes  of  serene  silence.  Then the  ship  jolted
violently. Rocked left then right, Novan sat glumly, strapped in to his
seat.  The vortex threshold  bounced the  swordship on a  tremendous
wave on energy then rolled it to one side, suddenly porpoising in the
eddies of torsional currents. And then without warning, glaring lights
penetrated the hull and sheared open their reality, churning them inside
out,  tearing  at  their  existence.  Corporeality  became  a  memory,  a
painful sin punished by transit through a soul-destroying spiral.  The
burning sense of prevailing nothingness amid crushing omnipresence
was shattering.
     Novan cried out in pain, his distorted voice mingled with thousands
of  suffering  others  on  the  swordship.  Their  dying  universe  was
extracting the last bit of energy from them, crying for its loss, birthing
its  former  inhabitants  into  a  new dimension;  leaving  the  Celestian
Knights to their fate.
      >Listen!< Elysius cried out to him. >Listen for me! Listen for my
voice< was the last thing he heard. 
      Novan fell unconscious.
      That had been thirty years ago. 
      

“Thank you, Spheron.”
Novan, son of Alphatronius and Elysius, firstborn among the sons

and daughters of the Celestian Knights, gently closed the old bound
book  he had been reading, rubbing his fingers over the worn leather
bindings. The book, ‘A History’, given to him by Spheron had been his



constant  companion  as  he  had  traversed  Alphatronius'  dimensional
gateway and beyond. 

Novan  read  the  hand-written  inscription  inside  the  front  cover
again,  a  personal  message  from  the  wizened  sage,  who  hoped  he
would find solace and inspiration from his combined tales of myth and
history. 

"Universe preserve us!" he gave thanks to the Universe for another
day in which all Celestians could dream of better days to come. “I will
not forget the sacrifices you all made to save us,” he promised as much
to himself as to his mentor. The emotions were still raw like it was
yesterday to him. It was even more so on the anniversary of The End.

Another  new island settlement  was  being built  on the  crescent-
shaped arc which sliced the calm blue seas. The warmth of the sun
embraced Novan as his eyes caught several flocks of cackling tarlips
swooning in the fresh salty air. From where he sat upon a high rocky
escarpment  it  was  times  like  these  that  he  wished  the  Celestian
Knights could be here to witness the rebirth of their civilisation. 

There had not been any sign of surviving Celestian Knights, and
Novan, still young, with centuries to look forward to, hoped one day to
find out the fate of his parents and the others. But for now he was the
inspirational architect and leader of a new breed of heroes protecting
the  rise  of  the  new civilisation.  That  the  children  of  the  Celestian
Knights had been named the Starguards by the people was a testament
to their heroics.

After being expelled from the vortex and rendezvousing with the
fleet, they had searched for five years, before discovering a suitable
star system. This had five worlds pledged to a large, luminous, yellow
star. They had named it Magna Aura. 

Only fifteen million of twenty-one billion Celestians had survived
The End. 

 Most  Celestians  had  inhabited  Halcyon  and  Placia;  the  twin
worlds  widely  circling  each  other  like  two  courting  Starbirds,  not
touching yet always near. They were nestled in between Nexa, a small



rocky sphere closest to the sun, and the gas giant Magna Prime. 
Celestians had never seen so much ocean before. Halcyon, was an

impossibly-blue  orb,  an  oceanic  world  dotted  with  hundreds  of
thousands of small island chains volcanic in origin, most islands only
ten  thousand  square  kilometers  in  size.  Many  of  the  hundreds  of
Trinari ships had been reconfigured to become the first of the majestic
sky cities and a few sea-based ones, while settlements sprung up on
the  myriad  of  islands,  like  the  one  Novan  had  just  inspected.  The
capital, Halcyon City, was the largest air-based structure in the system,
being one of the three city-ships which had escaped. And not far away
was  Sky  Command,  the  home  of  the  Sky  Warriors.  Halcyon  was
mainly populated by Galatians and Trinari.

The small sky city of Elysian on Halcyon was Novan's home. And
it was about time he returned, though he had business on Millennius
City-State first. 

 Another bout with Altair, he sighed.
Turning his gaze up into the thick-blue plushness where the first

stars had started to pin-prick their way through, Novan could just make
out  the  glinting  form of  the  other  orbit-free  City-State,  Alphatron,
which hung majestic-like in the skies and constituted many a Xarians'
home. Novan had no doubt Decion was looking down upon him from
his militaristic roost.

He found himself frowning just thinking about it. For all their hard
work and fortune, Novan struggled with leadership. Or rather, others
made his leadership more difficult. But it was up to him to integrate
the  Starguards  more  into  society  if  they  were  going  to  earn  the
complete respect, trust, and loyalty of the Celestians and survive for
long as a new civilisation.  

He sighed deeply as he made ready to leave. There was still a lot of
work to be done.

“Look, there’s Novan watching over us!” gasped Classia, pointing
with her chin up toward Novan’s perch on the ridge. “He’s a God, Deb,



a true God.” Her hushed voice was tinged with awe, her brown eyes
wide in fascination.

“If you say so, Classie, but we’d better finish the training sessions,
or old Gal Agar will  find our names on report,  again.”  Novan and
flying,  sighed  Deb inwardly,  the  two constant  subjects  in  Classia's
mind! And in that order! 

She nudged Classia back to reality and the two, blue-uniformed
Sky Warriors began their tedious work supervising other teams of Sky
Warriors in various training exercises around the building site. Lower-
rank  Sky-marks  were  helping  establish  several  terrafarms  and  an
aquature, the main fishery, until the protein generators were running.
Luckily the long day was coming to an end.

When the sparsely spaced island-based and sky cities were first
built, there had been a need to establish order and a protection force
that  could  oversee  law both  in  the  air  and on the  sparse  land that
existed. Not that there was any rampant crime, but there were those
who desired more than their fair share at the expense of others. And
occasionally there were disturbances over the lack of individuals or
communities not trading fairly or committing to  the volunteer time-
work  scheme,  mostly  in  the  new  settlements.  And  of  course  there
would be the pressing need for a defense contingent should an external
enemy emerge.

Into this arena had stepped Cirrius, proposing the establishment of
the Sky Warriors, a force of flying enforcers dedicated to his father,
Hyphon the Sky Warrior and his ideals. But it would take the ambition
and the ingenuity of all of the Starguards to see it come to pass, for it
envisioned a force capable of natural flight, rather than depending on
external mechanisms. The technology to alter  themselves physically
had been present  for centuries,  but never  used,  for it  had not  been
required  with  the  Celestian  Knights  around,  but  now  things  were
different and extra precaution was called for. 

With  the  assistance  of  the  enthusiastic  technophile  Meccuns'
genetic engineering technology,  the first  aeromorphically-engineered



Sky Warriors had appeared, their two-toned, blue-armoured uniforms
(or  manoeuvre  suits  as  they  were  called)  fabricated  from the  soft-
armour vortexite,  a familiar  sight in the skies above Halcyon. Now
there were over fifty-thousand warriors of the sky, emanating from Sky
Command, their vast aerial fortress. 

Classia  and  Deb  were  two  young  Sky  Leaders  whose  rise  up
through  the  ranks  could  not  have  been  more  different.  Classia's
Galatian parents had retained much of their noble-status after The End,
based on their meritorious past rather than material wealth. They had
promised  that  their  first-  and  only-born  would  be  dedicated  to  the
service  of  their  new  world.  She  had  undergone  the  rigorous  and
various  physical  and  psychological  tests  and  then  the  final  genetic
procedures. She graduated as a Sky Warrior soon after, rising up the
ranks very quickly,  sometimes in questionable ways.  Quite haughty,
living  up  to  at  least  the  ‘superior’ part  of  the  Sky  Warriors’ 'air
superior' creed, it  was a wonder that she and Deb had become best
friends.

In the ensuing confusion and chaos after The End some swordships
and records had been lost. Vast numbers of children became orphans.
Deb had been one of them. Nothing was known about her early life,
except that her name was Deneb, given to her by the orphan keepers.
She had an exceptionally keen mind and soaring intelligence,  along
with  her  dark  beauty  and  aloofness—more  out  of  shyness  than
arrogance—which would later bring about resentment toward her. 

All  orphans  had  become  Sky  Warriors  or  Star  Warriors,  their
space-faring counterparts. Deb had shown a natural potential and with
those skills and an intangible quality that set her above the rest, she
had  become  the  youngest  Sky Leader,  and  a  favourite  of  the  Sky
Commander, Gal Agar, the first Sky Warrior. It was he who had found
and rescued Deb as a youngling and taken care of her in his pre-flight
days,  before  she  had  been  placed  in  the  orphanment.  But  he  had
always looked out for her. The undercurrent  of resentment toward her
upon becoming a Sky Warrior had hardened, as her early relationship



with Gal Agar had become known, as it that conferred upon her an
unfair advantage—a non-meritorious benefit. And especially when she
and Classia were always leading each other into trouble, much to the
chagrin of the Sky Commander, as if the life of a Sky Warrior was not
adventurous enough.

“You know sometimes, Deb, I don’t get you.”
Deb smiled, peering over at her friend. They had been promoted

the  same  day  two  years  ago,  not  that  Classia  acted  any  more
responsibly. Classia frowned from beneath her curly brown locks. Her
brown eyes and pouting lips could be potent weapons, but this time
there seemed to be genuine concern in them.

“What’s the problem now, Class?” But she knew. Deb sighed, her
eyebrows knitting together, not wanting to turn toward Classia. She let
her  attention wander  extra-long over  a  distant  Sky Warrior  practice
patrol, but Classia was still intently scrutinising her.

“I don't know, Deb. I have known you for ages and yet you’re still .
. . unknowable, you know? You’re distant at times and I don’t get it. I
don’t know if you mean to be like that, but it’s been happening a lot
recently. Is there something wrong?” Her eyes implored, as Deb’s eyes
searched  the  ground  for  grubmites,  “Has  something  happened?”
Classia’s eyes widen in glee, “Have you and Tol Valar been . . .”

“No,  we  have  not!”  flushed  Deb  indignantly,  yet  also  almost
laughing at her friend. She had resisted all of his advances.

“Then  what’s  going  on?  Tell  me,  Deb,  please!”  She  looked  so
earnest  this  time.  But  just  as  Deb  was  about  to  tell  her,  Classia
suddenly looked up and inhaled sharply, “Oh, look, Deb. He’s going!”
She pointed skyward to where Novan was a fast receding figure in the
darkening sky.

Deb slumped, not believing her friend. “You’re such the universe,
Classia,  all  cold  and  starry-eyed.”  She  shook  her  head  wearily  in
disbelief. Everything to Classia was superseded by Novan. “Anyway,
we’re just about done now. I’m heading back to Command.”

 Before a flustered Classia could reply, Deb launched herself into



the air,  flying off  to visit  various points on the island,  advising her
subordinates to wrap up for the day. Then before Classia could catch
up, Deb propelled herself  higher  and faster  executing a  tight  arc  to
spiral upward onto her back and then with an aeromorphic thrust of
speed shot over the island, a classic and perfect manoeuvre, which Deb
could only hope the training Sky Warriors were watching and learning
from. She was so involved in her own thoughts that she had not felt
Classia coast in from behind and below.

She started slightly at the sound of Classia’s voice, “Sorry, Deb.”
Deb  couldn’t  help  but  smile.  She  knew  Classia  meant  it,  even  as
Classia  continued.  “You  know  how  I  feel  about  Novan.  Even  the
Celestian Knights married non-noble Celestians, so why can’t I dream
of Novan. One day he’ll notice me and that will be that, we’ll live
happily ever after.”

“Just like that?”
“Yes, just like that. I believe it, Deb. I love him.”
“I don’t doubt that, Class.”
They slowed and stopped, hovering high over the small, smiling

speck of the island. A fair breeze blew jet-black hair across Deb’s eyes
and she felt a chill course through her body, despite her manoeuvre
suit’s internal environmental protection. And Classia’s concerned eyes
were upon her again.

“Oh, there you go again, Deb. Something happens and you get this
look in you. Really now, what is it?”

Taking a  deep breath  Deb shrugged,  trying  to  tie  words  to  her
feelings, but could only manage, “I don’t know, Class, I get these . . .
feelings  that  something’s  wrong,  really  wrong,  and  that  something
terrible  is  going  to  happen.”  A nervous  laugh  escaped  her  as  she
dismissed those hazily aired thoughts with a wave of her hand. “Forget
it, sounds silly I know!”

“Well .  .  .  we all  have those thoughts,” Classia mused, treading
warily. Then as if a new thought had struck her, her face lightened and
she lifted up Deb’s chin with a finger and purred seductively, “Maybe



you and Tol Valar  should be doing something. Could take your mind
off things.” Sporting a wide-mouthed grin, she sped off into the sky
toward their home, looking back, taunting ‘catch-me-if-you-can’.

Flustered  and  open-mouthed,  Deb  took  off  after  her,  the  scene
depicted by Classia embarrassingly forming in her mind. They laughed
and chased their way through the darkening sky.  And soon, a familiar
form grew on the expansive horizon.

Deb admired the almost-translucent blue outline of Sky Command,
resembling a  fragel's tough shell, though unlike the venomous deep-
sea  serpent,  her  home  was  five  kilometers  long,  three  wide,
encompassing twenty decks. Its pointed hemispherical outer carapaces
could close upon each other in attack,  the interdecks and structures
collapsing  within  each  other.  Comm  struts,  aerials,  and  tertiary
command  habs  and  domes  dotted  the  outer  structures,  launch  and
landing pads for Sky Warriors and crewed and auto-skimmers lined the
upper deck with further dorsal exit points away from the four great
gravity engines. Weapon ports and airlocks were dispersed around the
whole fortress. 

Deb tuned into her crystalator comms relaying it from her forearm
unit to her ear 'conversing' with Sky Command, accepting her codes as
she floated through the automated security shields.  She and Classia
landed on an external pad jutting out from a skimmer deck and entered
the massive centre for the planet’s defence via a transtube. 

Once  inside,  Deb  mentally  dialled   down  the  comms  chatter,
preferring the quiet walk to her quarters. She was ready for a rest. It
had been a long day. They were both exhausted and Deb was grateful
for  her  friend’s  concern,  but  as  she  and  Classia  walked  along  the
corridors  caught  up  in  the  traffic  of  many  returning  Sky  Warrior
patrols, ominous thoughts began to creep through her again.

Out in the cosmos there are gaps. Some are billionths the size of
atoms, while others could swallow whole worlds. Created during the
exploding  new-born  void,  where  matter  and  energy  did  not  quite



coalesce to form ordinary matter and energy, they had developed into
areas of relative nothingness. But far from being benign pools of star-
lit  placidity,  they  were  raging  cauldrons  of  whirling  energy,  for
plugging these gaps were other universes, innocently spilling their own
diverse energies into others. And after billions of years of exclusively
seeping energy, something else emerged. Something screaming.

Two  hours  after  leaving  Halcyon,  Novan  coasted  silently  and
easily  through  the  arena  that  was  the  void.  His  eyes  searched  the
cosmic horizon for a moving star that was no star, but the independent
City-State of Millennius. Novan enjoyed the serenity of flying openly
in  space.  All  the  Starguards  possessed  the  indefinable  energy  that
allowed them to live centuries or more, to fly, and to survive the open
expanses of space unharmed. To them, it was just a part of life, but
increasingly now, Meccun sci-techs were infringing on their territory
by trying to artificially create such elements within the Magna Auran
society and  even  asking  to  study members  of  the  Starguards.  This
would never have happened with the Celestian Knights.

  New universe, new times, was Novan's attitude, but he knew that
some of the other Starguards, like Decion and Altair seemed hostile to
these changes. And Cirrius seemed to outright avoid the public for just
such a reason. 

Maybe Solandus has done the right thing, Novan reflected, smiling
at the thought of his youngest brother who had forsaken his duties. He
had opted to roam the new universe in search of adventure, his parents,
and his destiny, somewhere out there.

But Novan was quite different from his younger siblings, so much
so that at birth, Alphatronius had been disappointed in him. While his
younger siblings all possessed the black hair and dark eyes of Xarians
and wore the red and black armour, Novan possessed feathery white
hair and fair blue eyes enhancing his duskier complexion. His armour
was chiefly white with red and black strikes and edgings. His powers,
though energy-oriented like his father’s, came from the mind, like his



mother. And he still remembered her last words to him promising that
she would return; he had only to listen for her voice calling for him to
come to her. Sometimes he could hear it, but only in his dreams.

Coming out of his revelry, Novan spotted the tell-tale signs of the
wandering gleaming City-State, just as he rounded green-hued Magna
Prime. Constantly traversing the system, the city sometimes orbited
one of the worlds, its unmistakeable sword-like form, bristling with
silver spires and transparent domes, the regal domains of its denizens.
Novan had travelled to see its most eminent resident, his second-in-
command, and closest friend, Aerl - The Sceptre.

Gliding through the outer-laying myriad of spires toward an entry
port, Novan felt a slight tremble twist his body.

“What the . . . ?” He shrugged it off, but then it returned savagely
stabbing his soul. He doubled over, in absolute pain, his vision blurred
and a piercing scream ripped through his mind. Eyes squeezed shut in
agony, his hands grabbed his head and he spun violently tumbling out
of control.

He did not notice how many spires he crashed through, or how
many  Celestians  narrowly  escaped  death  madly  rushing  from  the
damaged  spires,  sending  the  city  reeling  toward  the  lurking  planet
below.  He did  not  notice  the  frantic  efforts  to  save  the  city or  the
hands, which eventually caught him, before he was lost in the deep
blackness. All he knew was the scream inside his head. All he knew
was in that scream, the scream Novan had waited for all his life: 

 His mother, the Goddess Elysius, was calling him.

The  invaded  gap  began  to  rip,  overflowing  with  resurgent
constituents  from  an  alien  universe,  until  the  cosmic  effluence
suddenly  came  to  an  abrupt  end  in  a  burst  of  spectral  explosions,
which for the first time ever, sealed the gap. There was no going back.
The war had gone on for a very long time and they had almost lost.
Almost. But now it was time to feed. And they were very hungry.



“Send Sky Leader Deneb in,” Sky Commander Gal Agar ordered.
“Yes, sir,” his aide, Sky-mark Aphene, responded sharp and crisp

in manner as she opened the door to admit Deb, closing the door on
her way out to leave the two alone.

Gal Agar had been the first Sky Warrior, genetically altered in his
prime to fly and defend the skies. He was a hero to his people, the
Celestians,  or  to  the  new generation  who,  controversially  to  some,
preferred to call  themselves Magna Aurans.  An imposing figure,  he
was quite tall, young looking with well-weathered features, but going
grey at the temples—the rewards of state he called it.  Now he was
entering his seventh decade and looking forward to the next half of his
life, but some Celestians seemed destined to make it harder for him.
Enter Sky Leader Deneb.

Before being allowed to head to her quarters, after a filling meal,
Deb had received commed orders to report to the Sky Commander.
Now she stepped into the familiar office of her commanding officer,
noting  the  usual  array  of  personal  mementos,  awards  and  other
paraphernalia, like his ceremonial battle-staff, modelled on Hyphon’s
famous Meta-staff. Despite his rank, the office was not too airy or in
fact too compact, just room enough for himself. Deb felt as if she was
in a containment cell, an arm’s length away from her captor.

“Take  a  seat  please,  Sky  Leader.”  Gal  Agar  held  out  his  arm
indicating the chair across his desk. Gal Agar gave her his solemn stare
which usually melted the wills of other Sky Leaders, but Deneb, as
always, sat unperturbed and it was the Commander who let his gaze
fall  away first.  She does that  every time,  he thought,  suppressing a
smile. Regaining his composure, he searched for the words with which
to address her.  Any other person and he could give them the usual
speech,  but  with  Deneb,  she  always  required  something  different.
She’ll  have my job one day,  Gal  Agar mused.  And I wouldn’t  envy
those under her command. That thought formed the basis of his talk.

“You know, Deneb, I’ve known you almost all of your life. You’re
one of my foremost leaders and someday, and I don’t doubt it, you’ll be



in  this  seat.  Even with your  somewhat  unfortunate record  of  minor
insubordinations and association with the... shall we say, incorrigible
Classia,  your  skills  and intelligence  should  be  enough  to  have  you
promoted to Deputy Sky Commander, but to take that last step, you
have to start working hard now on your temperament and attention to
attitude.  Recently,  it  seems to have been getting worse,  not better.  I
need to get inside your head. Find out what’s wrong. It’s beginning to
affect the performance of other Sky Warriors and  if it impacts on them,
it concerns me. It could endanger lives and we cannot have that now.”
He resisted the urge to tap the desk, awaiting her reply.

Head hung in thought, Deb responded hesitantly at first, knowing she
could talk to Gal Agar about anything, before finding the words. “I . . . I
don’t know, sir. Recently, I’ve been having dreams, bad ones, but they
feel more than just dreams. I feel like something’s going to happen. I get
this overwhelming sense of . . .” She shrugged. “. . .  of doom, something
beyond us all. And I’m afraid. I don’t know how I know, but I do. And
that’s about it, sir.” She sat, looking like a small child, peering out the
large window at the enveloping night sky with her wide blue eyes.

“Have . . . have you ever experienced anything like this before?”
Gal Agar was genuinely concerned.

“No,” came a quiet voice, “Never.”
“Um, well maybe we’d better get you down to the med facilities.

Let them take a look at you. They might be able to help,” Gal Agar
said unconvinced. Then trying to reassure her, he added. “I need you.
This world needs you. More than any other Sky Warrior, I feel you
have the makings of a great leader. But . . . these . . . episodes are
greatly undermining your chances. Go down to the medtechs and get
your mind together. You’ll be alright, Deb, I have every confidence in
you.”  Gal  Agar  realised  that  his  last  sentence  had  been  a  thought
expressed  aloud.  Normally,  he  would  not  have  allowed  himself  to
become so personal with anyone, but sometimes he likened Deneb to
the  daughter  he  would  never  have.  He  would  never  admit  that  to
anyone, for he would never allow relationships to soil his duty. And he



was not about to start now.
Deb looked at him, or straight through him, Gal Agar couldn’t tell.

Studying her he had always noted that her blue eyes truly matched the
colour and the wildness of the sky. If anyone had been born for the
skies it was her. But something was wrong. He suddenly jumped in his
seat, startled. If he hadn’t have seen it for himself, he would not have
believed it. For a second, Deb’s eyes seemed to pulse a vivid blue.

And then she fainted.
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